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Abstract
A ‘classical’ and a ‘basal-like’ subtype of pancreatic cancer have been reported, with differential expression of
GATA6 and different dosages of mutant KRAS. We established in situ detection of KRAS point mutations and mRNA
panels for the consensus subtypes aiming to project these findings to paraffin-embedded clinical tumour samples for
spatial quantitative analysis. We unveiled that, next to inter-patient and intra-patient inter-ductal heterogeneity,
intraductal spatial phenotypes exist with anti-correlating expression levels of GATA6 and KRASG12D. The basal-like
mRNA panel better captured the basal-like cell states than widely used protein markers. The panels corroborated the
co-existence of the classical and basal-like cell states in a single tumour duct with functional diversification,
i.e. proliferation and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition respectively. Mutant KRASG12D detection ascertained
an epithelial origin of vimentin-positive cells in the tumour. Uneven spatial distribution of cancer-associated
fibroblasts could recreate similar intra-organoid diversification. This extensive heterogeneity with functional
cooperation of plastic tumour cells poses extra challenges to therapeutic approaches.
© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Pathology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Pathological Society of Great
Britain and Ireland.
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Introduction

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is the most
common pancreatic cancer and is known for its
extremely aggressive behaviour, resulting in a high mor-
tality rate and a 5-year survival of only 11% [1]. In the last
decade, several next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based
studies have identified two major transcriptomic subtypes,

termed classical and basal-like [2–6]. The classical subtype
is characterised by well-differentiated epithelial duct-like
structures and is associated with a better prognosis [5].
A typical gene signature of classical PDAC includes
expression of pancreatic precursor genes and genes
involved in lipogenesis and cholesterol metabolism [7].
Basal-like tumours have a poorer prognosis [8] and are
frequently associated with metastasis [9]. Basal-like
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tumour cells are less differentiated [5] and express genes
related to epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT),
hypoxia [9], and chemoresistance [10]. The expression
of GATA6 – a transcription factor whose primary func-
tion is epithelial differentiation – is increased in classical
tumours and represents a prognostically valuable marker
to distinguish both subtypes [11,12]. Nevertheless,
recent transcriptomic findings from bulk or single-cell
studies revealed the coexistence of classical and basal-
like regions within a single tumour [13] and the presence
of an intermediate cell state with co-expression of
classical and basal-like features [14]. This phenotypic
heterogeneity in human PDAC should be better captured
and understood when studying tumour biology, performing
diagnostics, or evaluating drug response.

Mutant KRAS is the most prevalent oncogenic driver
in human PDAC and has prognostic value in the
clinic [15]. While some papers describe RAS indepen-
dence in basal-like tumour cells, others report the highest
mutation levels of KRAS in most undifferentiated basal-
like tumours and show that oncogenic dosage variation
is associated with tumour aggressiveness, metastatic
potential, and poorer response to therapy [6,10,14,36].
These seemingly contradictory results suggest that the
expression of KRAS could be non-genetically regulated
and that transcriptional determination of tumour cell
state may be influenced by the microenvironment [14].

All PDAC subtyping studies were based on
transcriptomic analysis of bulk tissue, where in most
cases tumour and stroma were separated physically or
digitally. Although this has led to the two-classification
system for PDAC, such profiling efforts do not allow for
the quantitative study of tumour heterogeneity in a
morphological, histological, and, thus, spatial context.
Therefore, we have successfully optimised RNA in situ
hybridisation techniques to spatially detect KRASG12D

(the most common point mutation) along with GATA6
transcripts on paraffin sections of human PDAC and
organoids [16–18]. This in situ approach showed
phenotypic diversification down to the level of a single
duct in a tumour. We comprehensively phenotyped the
tissue at single-cell resolution using subtype-specific
mRNA panels that were directly informed by the bulk
sequencing studies, confirming extensive intra-ductal
heterogeneity, which further extends to functional
diversification. These techniques and the insights
gained from them call for robust spatial analysis
informing diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.

Materials and methods

See Supplementary materials and methods for additional
details.

Human samples
Surgical resections were obtained from patients at the
Gastroenterology Department of UZ Brussels, Belgium.
Informed consent was obtained from all patients included

in the study. The use of clinical samples and data
conformed with the national guidelines and regulations
in Belgium (UZ Brussel, B.U.N. 143201941917).

RNA in situ hybridisation (ISH) using RNAScope™
Manual RNAScope™was performed on formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue sections in accordance
with the manufacturer’s guidelines using the Multiplex
Fluo Reagent Kit version 2 (ACD, Newark, CA, USA,
no. 323100). In brief, after pretreatment with heat and
proteases, slides were incubated with RNAScope™
probes for GATA6 (supplementary material, Table S2)
overnight in a HybEZ oven (ACD). Signal was enhanced
using amplifier molecules and detected with fluorophores
diluted in TSA buffer (ACD, no. 322809). After a protein
block with casein, primary antibodies were applied over-
night, and sections were further processed as described in
Supplementary materials and methods. For automated
multiplex RNAScope™, FFPE sections were dried over-
night at 40 �C and kept at 4 �C. RNAscope™ LS 4-plex
Fluorescent Assay (ACD) was run on the Leica Bond RX
(Leica Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) (target
retrieval: 15 min, ER2 at 95 �C, followed by 15 min with
Protease III). Controls included RNAscope™ 2.5 LS
Multiplex Positive Control Probe kit (POLR2A, PPIB,
UBC, and HPRT-1) and RNAscope™ 2.5 LS 4-plex
Negative Control Probe (DapB, Bacillus subtilis)
(supplementary material, Table S1).

RNA in situ hybridisation (BaseScope™)
The BaseScope™ assay started with cutting FFPE tissue
freshly under RNAse-free conditions. The day after, the
BaseScope™RED v2 kit (ACD, no. 323600) was run on
the Leica Bond RX™ (heat = 15 min) and protease III
(88 �C, 15 min), followed by hybridisation with
BaseScope™-specific 1zz probe pairs (supplementary
material, Table S1). A series of amplification reagents
enhanced the signal, then alkaline phosphatase-labelled
probes were hybridised and detected using the RED
chromogenic substrate.

Immunofluorescence
Paraffin sections were baked, deparaffinised in toluene,
and rehydrated in propanol. To block endogenous
peroxidase activity, sections were immersed in 3%
hydrogen peroxide in methanol (30 min, RT). Antigen
retrieval was carried out in citrate buffer (Sigma-Aldrich,
St-Louis, MO, USA, no. C9999) in a pressure cooker for
40 min. Slides were incubated with protein block for
30 min using 25% diluted casein (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA, no. 37528). Primary anti-
bodies (supplementary material, Table S2) were incubated
overnight at 4 �C. Next, a cocktail of fluorescent-labelled
secondary antibodies was applied on the sections (sup-
plementary material, Table S2) together with a Hoechst
dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific, no. H1399, diluted 1/250)
for detection of nuclei. Slides weremounted using ProLong
Gold Antifade mounting medium (Thermo Fisher
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Scientific, no. P36930). We replaced primaries one by
one with BONDAntibody Diluent (Leica Biosystems) as
negative controls. In addition, we replaced the mix of
primary antibodies (maximum 3) with BOND Antibody
Diluent to look for any interaction between secondary
antibodies.

Statistics
GraphPad Prism version 8.0 software was used
(GraphPad Inc., San Diego, CA, USA. Single-cell count
data were analysed using a signed-ranked Wilcoxon test
(paired data) and Mann–Whitney test (unpaired data).
We used the Log-Rank (Mantel-Cox) test for generating
Kaplan–Meier curves. For multiregion analysis, we
performed two-way ANOVA for repeated measures.
We applied Spearman correlation to determine spatial
correlations. Figure legends show the number of inde-
pendent experiments (N), and results are shown as
median with interquartile range, because we used non-
parametric statistical tests. Significance was accepted
when p < 0.05.

Results

High-resolution in situ analysis of GATA6 reveals
inter-patient, intra-patient inter-ductal, and intra-
ductal heterogeneity
As GATA6 is generally used as a transcriptomic study-
derived biomarker to distinguish between classical and
basal-like PDAC, we examined GATA6 mRNA expres-
sion using RNAScope™ in a cohort of PDAC resections
(N = 20, Figure 1A and supplementary material,
Table S3). GATA6 was found to be distributed
heterogenously, with spatial plots showing samples with
predominantly high and others with predominantly low
ISH scores (supplementary material, Figures SA1A–D
and S2, and Table S4). We divided the cohort into two
groups, with the median value of GATA6 transcripts
measured per cell as the cut-off (GATA6high and
GATA6low, Figure 1A). The GATA6high group expresses
an average of 3.5 dots/cell, while the GATA6low samples
have 1.9 dots/cell (supplementary material, Figure S1E).
The RNAScope™ H-scores were 108 and 79 respec-
tively (supplementary material, Figure S1F). Compared
with GATA6high tumours, GATA6low tumours were
enriched in grade 3 or 4 tumours (0% versus 36%) and
are more frequently associated with lymph node invasion
(33% versus 72%) and tumour recurrence (33% versus
54%). The mean overall survival (OS) time of all patients
was 17 months (supplementary material, Table S5). The
2-year survival rate after surgery was lower for GATA6low

tumours (89% versus 54%). Of note, the cause of the only
death we observed in theGATA6high group was not cancer
related. KRAS point mutations were identified by NGS
and/or Idylla analysis and were, together with TP53muta-
tions, most prevalent (Figure 1A and supplementary mate-
rial, Figure S1J). Regarding transcriptomic subtypes, most

quasi-mesenchymal (Collisson), squamous (Bailey),
stroma-activated (Puleo), pure-basal (Puleo), and basal B
(Chan-Seng-Yue) signatures overlap with the GATA6low

population, whereas the classical (Collisson), pancreatic
progenitor (Bailey), pure-classical (Puleo), and classical A
(Chan-Seng-Yue) samples belong to the GATA6high

population [2,4–6] (Figure 1A).
To comprehensively investigate intra-patient hetero-

geneity, we first defined a single tumour duct-like struc-
ture (‘tumour duct’) where an irregularly shaped lumen
is surrounded by a multilayer of PanCK+ cells
organised as a cylindrical epithelium and morphologi-
cally characterised by larger nuclei, reduced cytoplasm,
and loss of polarity. We measured GATA6 ISH scores
(Supplementary materials and methods and supplemen-
tary material, Figure S1I and Table S4) and observed
heterogenous expression of GATA6 between ducts
(Figure 1B,D,F and supplementary material, Figures S1G,
S3A,B) and within different regions of a single tumour duct
(Figures 1C,E,G and supplementary material, Figure S1H).
GATA6 ISH scores correlate with GATA6 antibody
stainings (not shown). Ductal tumour cells had GATA6
ISH scores ranging from 0 to 4 (supplementary material,
Table S3) when assessing multiple ducts per patient
(Figure 1F and supplementary material, Figures S1I,
S3A,B) and when assessing multiple ROIs per duct
(Figure 1G and supplementary material, Figure S1H).
We identified PDAC077 (grey bullet) as the least heter-
ogenous (dotted line in Figure 1F,G). These data demon-
strate that intra-patient heterogeneity for expression of
GATA6 extends to different regions in a single
tumour duct.

Optimisation of a BaseScope™ assay for
high-resolution in situ analysis of KRASG12D

We optimised the BaseScope™ assay to detect and
measure point mutations in FFPE sections of PDAC
(Figure 2A), as increased KRAS dosage was reported in
the most aggressive (basal-like) tumours [10].

BaseScope™ in combination with immunostain-
ing for PanCK was successful after adjustments
(see Materials andmethods) to themanufacturer’s protocol
(ACD). In the homozygous KRASG12D mutant cell line
(SW1990), the KRASG12D probe stained �40% of the
cells while the KRAS wild-type cell line (BxPC3)
showed nonspecific KRASG12D signal in ≤2% of cells,
which was equivalent to the non-specific signals using a
negative control probe (bacterial DapB). In line with
this, using the KRASWT probe we detected a positive
signal in �60% of BxPC3 cells and a background signal of
≤2% in SW1990 (supplementarymaterial, Figure S4A). In
the heterozygous KRASG12V mutant cell line
(PaTu8889T), KRASG12V was detected in 22% of tumour
cells, while <1% were false positive for DapB (supple-
mentary material, Figure S4B). In patient tissue
(KRASG12D mutant by NGS and/or Idylla), an average of
24% of tumour cells stained positive for KRASG12D

(N = 6, Figure 2B), and in the KRASG12V mutants, �8%
of tumour cells stained positive for KRASG12V (N = 4,
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Figure 1. Inter-patient, intra-patient inter-ductal, and intra-ductal heterogeneity of GATA6 expression. (A) Clinical, pathological, and
transcriptomic characteristics of all PDAC patients (N = 20) divided into GATA6high versus GATA6low subgroups, according to GATA6 ISH
(RNAScope™), with the horizontal dotted line representing the median value. KRAS point mutations are determined with NGS and/or Idylla.
(B and C) GATA6 ISH combined with immunofluorescence (IF) for Pan-cytokeratin (PanCK) in representative GATA6high and GATA6low tumour
ducts derived from a single patient (B) and in GATA6high versus GATA6low ductal regions present in a single tumour duct (C). Scale bars,
100 μm; insets, 50 μm. (D and E) Spatial plots of GATA6 expression on single-cell level, with different colours representing ISH scores from
0 to 4, on whole-tissue section (D) and on a single tumour duct (E). The same patient’s tissue is used as in panels B and C. (F–G) Heat maps to
quantitatively represent inter-ductal (F) and intra-ductal heterogeneity (IDH) (G) of GATA6 RNAScope™. Median percentages of cells with a
specific ISH score are shown per patient (N = 20; three ducts/patient in F, three ROIs/duct in G). Following the criteria to define IDH
(Supplementary materials and methods), we identify one sample without IDH (dotted lines). Colour annotation for individual patients as in
Figure 1A, and supplementary material, Figures S2 and S3.
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supplementary material, Figure S4B), again with <2%
false positives (not shown). KRASWT was detected in
�30% of tumour cells in KRASG12D, KRASG12R, and
KRASG12V samples, whereas KRASG12D was not

detected in KRASWT, KRASG12R, or KRASG12V sam-
ples (N = 7; Figure 2B and supplementary material,
Figure S4B). Of note, the BaseScope™ assay allowed us to
distinguish undifferentiated vimentin-positive tumour cells

Figure 2. BaseScope™ assay for in situ detection of KRASG12D point mutation. (A) Graphical representation of BaseScope™ assay. The
thermometer refers to heat-induced tissue permeabilisation. Created with BioRender.com. (B) BaseScope™ detection of KRASWT and
KRASG12D transcripts on paraffin-embedded sections of human PDAC identified as KRASWT, KRASG12R, and KRASG12D with NGS and/or
Idylla. PPIB and DapB are used as positive control (+ ctrl) and negative control (� ctrl) probes respectively. Tumour epithelial cells were
stained with PanCK. Scale bars, 50 μm; insets, 20 μm. Source regions of insets are indicated by white asterisk. (C) Undifferentiated tumour
cells that are hard to distinguish from stroma with haematoxylin-eosin (HE) or with immunostaining for cytokeratin 19 (KRT19) or vimentin
are identified by the BaseScope™ assay being KRASG12D positive. Scale bars, 1 mm and 100 and 50 μm.
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from host stromal cells, with which they could easily be
confounded (Figure 2C).

In summary, we reliably detected the two most
prevalent KRAS point mutations in FFPE clinical sam-
ples using an optimised BaseScope™ assay.

Spatial phenotypes of GATA6 and KRASG12D

expression underscore inter-patient, intra-patient
inter-ductal, and intra-ductal heterogeneity
Spatial plots of a classical subtyped and a basal-like
subtyped sample showed, respectively, overall high
expression ofGATA6 and only a small proportion of cells
positive for KRASG12D versus low GATA6 ISH scores
along with high positivity for KRASG12D (Figure 3A and
supplementary material, Figure S5A). When we inte-
grated the KRASG12D single-cell quantifications with the
GATA6high/low groups from Figure 1, we could discrim-
inate four tumour phenotypes, with GATA6high/
KRASG12Dlow and GATA6low/KRASG12Dhigh as the
extremes (black and white in the Figure 3B legend), that
tend to have prognostic value (supplementary material,
Figure S5D). Of 13 samples that were called to be non-
G12D by NGS and/or Idylla, nine actually gave
Basescope™ staining for KRASG12D above the thresh-
old (red line in Figure 3B). This indicates that the
BaseScope™ assay at the single-cell level is more sensi-
tive than the bulk assays (NGS/Idylla).

To assess whether the tumour phenotypes also exist as
‘spatial phenotypes’ in an individual patient and to what
extent, we used all NGS-confirmed KRASG12D samples
(N = 7). As an illustration, ROI 1 had lowerGATA6 and
higherKRASG12D, whereas ROI 2 was composed mainly
of cells with high GATA6 and decreased KRASG12D

(Figure 3C,D and supplementary material, Figure S5B).
Comparison of multiple ROIs per patient revealed a sig-
nificant negative spatial correlation between GATA6 and
KRASG12D (Figure 3E). The spatial phenotypes varied in
prevalence in various ducts of one patient (Figure 3F,G),
with on average 42% of tumour cells that were
KRASG12Dlow/GATA6high. Notably, almost 50% were of
an intermediate phenotype (KRASG12Dlow/GATA6low,
KRASG12Dhigh/GATA6high). At the intra-ductal level
(Figure 3H,I and supplementary material, Figure S5C),
again, a negative correlation between GATA6 and
KRASG12D existed (Figure 3J), and on average 26% of
tumour cells were KRASG12Dlow/GATA6high and half had
an intermediate phenotype (Figure 3K). Figure 3L dem-
onstrates spatial variability between multiple ROIs in one
tumour duct. Overall, a widespread heterogeneity exists
down to the level of a single tumour duct with anti-
correlating KRASG12D and GATA6 and a substantial pro-
portion of cells of an intermediate phenotype.

Intra-patient inter-ductal and intra-ductal spatial
heterogeneity of a classical and basal-like
marker panel
We extended our analysis using novel mRNA marker
panels (multiplex RNAscope™) for the classical and

basal-like subtypes, selecting markers directly informed
by the bulk transcriptomic signatures reported by
Bailey et al [4] and Puleo et al [5]. Differentially
expressed genes in both studies were investigated for their
biological significance in (pancreatic) cancer via a PubMed
literature search. The classical gene panel (CP) consists
of GATA6, NR1I2, CTSE, and EPS8L3, and the
basal-like gene panel (BLP) consists of AHNAK2,
MUC16, ITGA3, and S100A2 (supplementary material,
Figure S6A). We validated these panels by quantifying
ISH signals around a punched region (N = 5 ROIs/
FFPE punch) that was subtyped with NGS [5]. In the
pure classical regions there was significantly higher
expression of CP and almost no expression of BLP and
vice versa (supplementary material, Figure S6A,B). We
took advantage of the data from Espinet et al [19], which
allowed for assessing FACS-purified epithelial cells
from PDAC with a known NGS subtype [3]. All genes
of the CP were expressed at significantly higher levels in
epithelial cells from classical-subtyped tumours, while
genes of BLP were expressed higher in those of
basal-like-subtyped tumours (supplementary material,
Figure S6C). We also assessed the CP and BLP markers
from the dataset of Hwang et al [20], where 17 PDAC
were profiled by single-nucleus RNA sequencing. The
original data were reclustered, with the malignant cells
selected (16 subclusters in supplementary material,
Figure S6D). As an illustration, we highlighted cell
clusters where the entire set of CP or BLP were present
(supplementary material, Figure S6E). The gene expres-
sion dot plot illustrates that clusters expressing all four
CP markers were low for the set of BLP markers, and,
conversely, clusters that were positive for all BLP
markers showed very low to no expression of CP
markers. Individual marker gene expression varied con-
siderably (e.g. for ITGA3), underscoring the strength of
using a panel. These data confirm the specificity of our
novel panels for spatially distinguishing the classical and
basal-like subtypes. Intra-patient inter-ductal and intra-
ductal comparisons showed higher expression of CP
markers in GATA6high duct (region)s and higher expres-
sion of BLP markers in the GATA6low duct (region)s
(Figure 4A,C and supplementary material, Figure S7A–D).
Genes within each panel correlated significantly
(Figure 4B,D), although this was more apparent in
assessments at the single duct level (Figure 4D).
We also included protein markers of basal-like

tumours (i.e. deltaNp63 alias P40, KRT5, and S100A2)
used previously as single markers for subtype calling to
replace the transcriptomic classification in histological
analysis [21–24]. Of these, we found a statistically
positive correlation only between S100A2 and
KRASG12D (Figure 4B,D). S100A2 is the only protein
marker that positively correlated with the BLP, mostly at
the single duct level. Tumour ducts display both classi-
cal and basal-like regions, with the GATA6high ductal
part (ROI 1) strongly positive for CP and negative for
KRT5 and S100A2. On the GATA6low side of the duct
(ROI 2, ROI 2’), BLP was highly expressed, and a few
KRT5 and S100A2-positive tumour cells could be
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observed. Remarkably, P40+ cells are present on both
sides of the duct and tend to correlate positively with the
CP while correlating negatively with the BLP

(Figure 4C,D). Individual markers of the panels are
shown in supplementary material, Figure S7E. At the
single duct level, we measured on average 33% of total

Figure 3 Legend on next page.
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ISH signals coming from the CP and 66% from the BLP.
The basal protein markers, however, showed little over-
lap with the BLP, illustrating that the so-called protein
markers were missing the majority of the basal-like cells
(Figure 4F and supplementary material, Figure S7F).
Additionally, some ductal regions co-express CP and
BLP markers; three adjacent regions within a single
tumour duct exhibited distinct expression patterns, of
which the co-expressor cells were located between the
CP and BLP regions (Figure 4E). Such ‘intermediate’
regions (as ROI 2 in supplementary material,
Figure S8A) express the CP genes without GATA6 and
the BLP genes without S100A2, suggesting that these
markers are at the end of the spectra. The individual
contribution of our mRNA markers indeed differs from
the classical to the intermediate to the basal-like regions,
with amain loss ofGATA6,EPS8L3, andCTSE (fromCP)
and a gain of MUC16 and ITGA3 (from BLP) (supple-
mentary material, Figure S8B). Interestingly, single-cell
measurements of CP and BLP individual markers
enabled us to visualise heterogeneity on a subtype scale,
pointing to co-expression areas present in all samples
(supplementary material, Figure S8D) and suggesting a
potential prognostic value of the subtype panels (supple-
mentary material, Figure S8C).

In summary, our novel mRNA marker panels cap-
tured the consensus subtypes while basal protein
markers that were used previously only detected a
minority of cells in the basal-like regions.

Intra-ductal heterogeneity in a functional
perspective
To add functional relevance, we plotted the mRNA
markers in relation to tumour growth (Ki67) and
EMT (co-expression of E-cadherin and vimentin).
Interestingly, highly proliferative regions had higher
GATA6 ISH scores (Figure 5A–C). This observation
held for all CP markers (Figure 5D,E). Looking at
EMT, we observed similar heterogeneity (Figure 5F).

Here, ROI 2 illustrates tumour cells with co-localisation
for E-cadherin and vimentin that have lower GATA6,
higher KRASG12D, some S100A2 expression, and
increased expression (trend) of the BLP.
We conclude that highly proliferative regions have

markers of the classical subtype, while regions with
EMT have basal-like markers.

Intra-organoid spatial plasticity is influenced by
cancer-associated fibroblasts
We explored whether the intra-ductal heterogeneity was
reproduced in organoids. Spatial analysis was performed
on patient-derived organoids (PDOs) and compared
to PDOs co-cultured with patient-matched cancer-
associated fibroblasts (CAFs). Adding CAFs resulted
in lower GATA6 and higher KRASG12D (Figure 6C,E).
When applying the CP or BLP, we could not find sig-
nificant differences between mono- and co-cultures,
except forGATA6 and S100A2 (supplementary material,
Figure S9A–C,G).
We then compared regions where tumour cells were

surrounded by CAFs (CAF-rich, red arrowheads) to
tumour regions without CAFs (CAF-poor, white arrow-
heads). CAF-rich regions had significantly lower
GATA6 and higher KRASG12D (Figure 6A,B,D,F).
Also, CAF-rich regions had lower expression of CP
(Figure 6G,H) and higher expression of BLP
(Figure 6I,J), and co-expressors in intermediate regions
were flanked by regions with high expression of CP or
BLP (supplementary material, Figure S9D–F). In the
BLP, the contribution of MUC16 was highly reduced
in favour of ITGA3 and S100A2 expression in CAF-rich
regions (supplementary material, Figure S9H). We did
not observe expression of basal-like protein markers in
co-cultures (not shown). While there were overall more
Ki67+ tumour cells present in co- versus monocultures
(data not shown), we found less proliferation in
CAF-rich versus CAF-poor regions (Figure 6K,L).

Figure 3. Inter-patient, intra-patient inter-ductal, and intra-ductal spatial heterogeneity of GATA6 and KRASG12D. (A) Whole-section spatial
plots of GATA6 and KRASG12D expression of classical tumour and of basal-like tumour, according to Chan-Seng-Yue classification [6].
Representative regions are shown as insets. (B) GATA6 and KRASG12D ISH quantification on whole-section level, with dotted lines
distinguishing four tumour phenotypes. Red line represents BaseScope™ threshold for specificity, excluding four out of 20 patients for
further analysis. Mutational status for KRAS of individual tumours is indicated. (C) Whole-section spatial plots of GATA6 and KRASG12D

expression within a single patient. Representative GATA6low region (ROI 1) and GATA6high region (ROI 2) are annotated and shown as spatial
plot insets including KRASG12D detection. (D) Phenotype distribution from panel B in ROI 1 and ROI 2, hence converting these tumour
phenotypes into spatial phenotypes. (E) Intra-patient inverse spatial correlation of GATA6 and KRASG12D, measured on single-cell level in
multiple ROIs/patient. N = 3–5 ROIs/patient derived from seven different patients, Spearman correlation with R = �0.46; two-way ANOVA
for repeated measures; p < 0.0001. Colour annotation for individual patients as in Figure 1A. Triangles indicate KRASG12D tumours, confirmed
by NGS and/or Idylla. (F) Ring diagram to visualise spatial phenotype distribution between tumour ducts (N = 3 ducts/patient derived from
six different patients). (G) Spatial phenotype distribution varies in individual tumour ducts within one patient, but not between patients.
Colour annotation for individual patients as in Figure 1A. (H) Spatial plots of GATA6 and KRASG12D expression within single pancreatic tumour
duct. Representative GATA6high region (ROI 1) and GATA6low region (ROI 2) are annotated and shown as spatial plot insets including KRASG12D

detection. Same patient is used as in panels C and D. (I) Spatial phenotype distribution within duct from panel H. (J) Intra-ductal inverse
spatial correlation of GATA6 and KRASG12D, measured on single-cell level in multiple ROIs/duct. N = 3–5 ROIs/duct derived from five ducts
from four different patients; Spearman correlation with R = �0.43; two-way ANOVA for repeated measures; p = 0.04. (K) Ring diagram to
visualise spatial phenotype distribution within single tumour ducts (N = 5 ROIs/duct derived from three different patients). (L) Spatial
phenotype distribution varies in different regions of a single tumour duct both between and within patients. Colour annotation for individual
patients as in Figure 1A. Triangles indicate KRASG12D tumours, confirmed by NGS/Idylla.
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Figure 4. Intra-patient inter-ductal and intra-ductal spatial heterogeneity of a classical and basal-like marker panel. (A) Multiplex
RNAScope™ for transcriptomic subtype panels (CP = classical panel; BLP = basal-like panel) on different tumour ducts. (ROI 1, which is
GATA6high, versus ROI 2, ROI 2’, which are GATA6low) within a single patient. Scale bars, 100 and 50 μm. (B) Spearman matrix to represent
inter-ductal spatial correlations of subtype marker panels and individual genes thereof (RNA detection), KRASG12D detection (RNA), and
reported protein markers for basal-like tumours (P40, KRT5, and S100A2). R values are shown in matrix. Values are circled when p < 0.05.
(C) Multiplex RNAScope™ for transcriptomic subtype panels in single tumour duct (CP = classical panel; BLP = basal-like panel) and insets
for two ROIs (ROI 1, which is GATA6high, versus ROI 2, ROI 2’, which are GATA6low). Immunofluorescence for basal-like protein markers is
shown for this particular duct. Scale bars, 100 and 10 μm. (D) Spearman matrix to represent intra-ductal spatial correlations of subtype
marker panels and individual genes thereof (RNA detection), KRASG12D detection (RNA), and reported protein markers for basal-like tumours
(P40, KRT5, and S100A2). R values are shown in matrix. Values are circled when p < 0.05. (E) Multiplex RNAScope™ for transcriptomic
subtype panels to visualise continuum present within one duct. Arrowheads = classical region. Scale bars, 100 and 50 μm. (F) Bar plot to
visualise subtype panel (CP, BLP) distribution and co-localisation of BLP with basal-like protein markers (P40, KRT5, S100A2) in single tumour
ducts (N = 5 ROIs/duct in 10 ducts derived from four different patients).
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In conclusion, spatial differences in CAF quantity
induce tumour plasticity, with CAF-rich regions having
tumour cells with increased KRASG12D, a shift of gene
expression in the BLP, and reduced proliferation.

Discussion

Bulk NGS and, more recently, single-cell sequencing,
spatial profiling, and AI-based histology have revealed

the complexity of human PDAC [2–6,20,24–30], with
an emphasis on transcriptomic subtypes and the tumour
microenvironment (TME) with different CAF subtypes
and immune-suppressive cells. However, we perceived
a lack of in situ assessment of point mutations
(in particular those of KRAS that were reported to be
amplified in subsets of aggressive patient tumours
[3,10,36]) and, beyond GATA6, reliable markers that
captured the two consensus transcriptomic subtypes in
situ. Hence, we pursued a single-point mutation RNA-
expression analysis and multiplex RNA panels to refine

Figure 5. Intra-ductal spatial heterogeneity of functional states. (A) Immunofluorescence for Ki67 and RNAScope™ for GATA6within a single
tumour duct. Scale bars, 100 μm. (B) Spatial plot with representative KI67high (ROI 1) and KI67low (ROI 2) ductal regions (Ki67+ cells in pink)
and GATA6 single-cell expression levels are shown by ISH score (supplementary material, Table S4). (C) Percentage of cells with a certain
GATA6 ISH score in Ki67high versus Ki67low ductal regions. (D) Immunofluorescence for Ki67 and multiplex RNAScope™ for CP within a single
tumour duct. Representative Ki67high (ROI 1) and Ki67low (ROI 2) ductal regions are annotated. Scale bars, 100 and 50 μm. (E) CP individual
gene quantification of Ki67high versus Ki67low ductal regions. N = 10 ROIs/duct in four ducts derived from three different patients; two-way
ANOVA for repeated measures; CP: p = 0.04; BLP (not shown): p = 0.56. (F) RNAScope™, BaseScope™ for GATA6, KRASG12D and
immunofluorescence for S100A2 within a single tumour duct containing regions with (ROI 2) or without (ROI 1) EMT (co-localisation
E-cadherin/vimentin). GATA6 and KRASG12D are both detected in Cy3 channel. All staining was done on consecutive sections. Scale bars,
100 and 50 μm. (G) BLP individual gene quantification of EMT versus non-EMT ductal regions. N = 10 ROIs in four ducts derived from three
different patients; two-way ANOVA for repeated measures; CP (not shown): p = 0.45; BLP: p = 0.06. CP and BLP markers are shown as green
and red colour variants respectively.
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Figure 6. Intra-organoid spatial heterogeneity and plasticity of GATA6, KRASG12D, subtype marker panel expression and functional states.
(A) Immunostaining for E-cadherin and vimentin in a pancreatic PDO-CAF co-culture. E-cadherin+ epithelial cells and vimentin+ CAFs
indicate CAF-poor (white arrowheads) versus CAF-rich regions (red arrowheads). GATA6 RNAScope™ in the same PDO as the left panel. Scale
bars, 100 μm. (B) Immunostaining for PanCK and vimentin, in addition to KRASG12D (BaseScope™), in a PDO-CAF co-culture. CAF-poor
(white arrowheads) versus CAF-rich regions (red arrowheads) are indicated. (C) GATA6 quantification in monoculture (PDO) versus
co-cultures (PDO-CAF). N = 12; Wilcoxon; p = 0.02. (D) GATA6 quantification in CAF-poor versus CAF-rich regions. N = 26 ROIs from
eight different patients; two-way ANOVA for repeated measures; p = 0.0004. (E) KRASG12D quantification in monoculture (PDO) versus
co-cultures (PDO-CAF). N = 12; Wilcoxon; p = 0.04. (F) KRASG12D quantification in CAF-poor versus CAF-rich regions. N = 27 ROIs from
eight different patients; two-way ANOVA for repeated measures; p = 0.0002. (G and I) Multiplex RNAScope™ for transcriptomic subtype
panels (CP = classical panel; BLP = basal-like panel) in a PDO-CAF co-culture indicating CAF-poor (white arrowheads) versus CAF-rich
regions (red arrowheads). Serial section of same organoid as shown in A. (H and J) Quantification of CP and BLP individual genes in PanCK+

cells in CAF-poor versus CAF-rich regions. N = 5 ROIs from 12 patients; two-way ANOVA for repeated measures; CP: p = 0.06; BLP:
p = 0.03; interaction effect between CAFs and subtype panel with p = 0.002 (not shown). CP and BLP markers are shown as green and red
variants respectively. (K) Immunostaining for Ki67 in PDO CAF co-culture in CAF-poor versus CAF-rich regions. CAF-poor (white arrowheads)
versus CAF-rich regions (red arrowheads) are indicated. Scale bars, 100, 50, and 10 μm. (L) Quantification of Ki67 in CAF-poor versus CAF-rich
regions. N = 16 ROIs from six different patients; two-way ANOVA for repeated measures; p < 0.0001.
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our insights into PDAC cell plasticity and heterogeneity at
single-cell resolution.

Other than one study of colorectal cancer [16], we are
the first to successfully apply BaseScope™ to FFPE
samples and for PDAC (cells, tissues, and organoids)
we detected KRAS mRNA expression in situ with high
specificity. Although the sensitivity is limited, we iden-
tified tumours with KRASG12D transcripts, which were
identified as wild type by NGS. Indeed, applying in situ
detection overcomes the challenge of low tumour cellu-
larity. In situ signal quantification using 3D visualisa-
tion, as applied by Molecular Cartography™ (Resolve
Biosciences, Monheim am Rhein, Germany), could fur-
ther improve assay sensitivity. This in situ detection of
KRAS point mutations could be useful for diagnostics
and prognostication and is useful in (pre)clinical
research, where it allows for distinguishing tumour cells
with strong mesenchymal-like characteristics from
CAFs in tumour samples.

For pragmatic subtyping in tissue sections, GATA6
protein is the only routinely used staining-based
biomarker, including in clinical trial settings [12]. We
observed differences in expression of GATA6, not only
within patients but even up to the level of single pancre-
atic tumour ducts. We further explored tumour hetero-
geneity by incorporating KRASG12D detection, revealing
an inverse spatial correlation of GATA6 and KRASG12D,
both between and within tumour ducts, and providing a
spatial confirmation of the reported increased gene dos-
age of KRAS in the (GATA6low expressing) aggressive
tumours [10,15]. The observation that neighbouring
CAFs influence the expression levels of KRASG12D in
the organoid cultures suggests that this might be tran-
scriptionally regulated.

Classifying four spatial phenotypes based on two
markers (GATA6 and KRASG12D) proved a useful exer-
cise to elucidate the strong prevalence of intermediate
states that persisted to the highest level of resolution,
i.e. single ducts. The observation of intraductal hetero-
geneity was recently also reported byWilliams et al [25].
In contrast to that valuable study, we integrated a sys-
tematic and quantitative approach with markers directly
informed by the transcriptomic signatures from two of
the seminal publications of PDAC transcriptomic
subtypes [4,5]. Indeed, while GATA6 as a marker of the
classical subtype has been well validated [11,12,31],
many studies nowadays use protein markers presumed
to reveal the basal-like subtype. We showed that a
marker such as deltaNp63/P40 labels only a fraction of
basal-like tumour cells. Image analysis even indicated
that deltaNp63/P40 showed some positive correlation
with the CP. Our staining results underscore that this
marker is expressed at the transition of the classical to
the basal-like spectrum. This agrees with the mechanis-
tic study from Somerville et al, who reported that
deltaNp63 was a master regulator of subtype conversion
as it reprograms the enhancer landscape to drive squa-
mous transdifferentiation [32]. Once expressed, it binds
to enhancers to set off expression of squamous lineage
genes (KRT5, S100A2) but is not necessarily required

to maintain it. Indeed, we previously showed that a
significant proportion of tumour cell lines that are
transcriptomically called basal-like do not express
deltaNp63 or only at very low levels. In line with this,
deltaNp63 on its own is not a prognostic marker [32].
S100A2 protein, on the other hand, is expressed in
vimentin-positive tumour cells, indicative of full EMT.
It may be at the final spectrum of the basal-like cell state,
as others classified it in metastatic samples (Basal A) [6].
These observations are in agreement with recent
publications [25,33], where S100 family proteins are
particularly linked to EMT and metastasis [22]. The fact
that S100A2 mRNA and protein do not correlate most
likely stems from a delayed protein synthesis, as
reported during short-term cell adaptation and the pro-
cess of differentiation state transitioning [34,35], while
other transcriptional and translational effects cannot be
excluded. Overall, analysis using the CP demonstrated
the value of GATA6 as an individual marker. In contrast,
analysis using the BLP picks up basal-like tumour cells
in their different cell states and discredits currently used
‘cherry-picked’ basal-like protein markers.
We have here gained important subtype-associated

insights by complete dissection and quantification
of individual tumour glands in a spatial, functional,
and organisational context. We identified tumour
populations located on a phenotypic spectrum: on
one end, well-differentiated classical tumour cells
expressing GATA6, and on the other end, undiffer-
entiated mesenchymal-like tumour cells with features
of EMT and high-level expression of S100A2 and
KRASG12D, in line with the classical-to-basal-like-to-
mesenchymal spatio-transcriptomic spectrum, as pro-
posed by Pitter et al [25] and Williams et al [33]. We
added in the proliferative capacity of the tumour cells
and underscored the existence of cooperative states,
supporting growth by one group and cellular migration
and invasion by another group of cells within individual
tumour glands [27]. By plotting single-cell mFISH data
on a subtype scale, we discovered spatial co-expression
of CP and BLP in all samples. In view of Grunwald’s
findings [24], studies in larger cohorts should assess the
extent to which this extensive co-expression relates to
survival, as a prognostic value is suggested by our pre-
liminary analysis. Our method is a pragmatic alternative
to full transcriptomic profiling, offering a read-out at
the single-cell level and in addition spatial assessment
of heterogeneity. It can easily be adopted in clinical
research and promises more refined insights in subtype
changes than the usual single antibody-based biomarker
detection.
Raghavan et al reported altered transcriptomic pro-

files of organoids when microenvironmental conditions
are changed [25,33]. Here we demonstrated a shift, not
only between but also within individual organoids. This
was driven by the numbers of surrounding CAFs, further
revealing that the degree of plasticity is highly depen-
dent on the spatial context of the TME. We observed
only a partial subtype shift from classical to basal-like,
suggesting that further manipulation and activation of
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CAFs is required, e.g. by other exogenous factors
(e.g. transforming growth factor (TGF)-β [22]), and
incorporation of other stromal cells might be needed.
The extreme spatial heterogeneity that has become

apparent here challenges the use of binary classifications
for allocating treatments. Nevertheless, being able to
assess the subtype states and their plasticity in a prag-
matic way will help to reveal methods to directly steer
them, which may ultimately offer prospects for better
informed treatment.
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